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Sawdust Trail The Fullerton Inn [10] The establishment of such robust entertainment infrastructure allowed
for the proliferation of musical entertainment in the neighborhood, especially when it came to jazz. In fact it
was after a performance at the Lincoln Tavern that the nationally-syndicated black-run newspaper "The
Pittsburgh Courier" crowned Ellington "the King of Jazz. As historian Colter Harper notes, this thriving
environment of entertainment venues served as a training ground for young innovators who needed regular
employment to develop ideas and techniques, places in which to network with each other, audiences for
feedback, and club managers to aid in accessing the music scene in other cities. This was the case with
renowned Pittsburgh-reared jazz pianist Mary Lou Williams, whose distinct left-hand-dominated playing style
could be traced back to her youthful interactions with touring vaudeville artist Jack Howard as he played
shows in the city; Williams would later note that he gave her professional advice that "would have taken me
years and years to learn. Following World War II, the federal government committed to upgrade housing
across the nation, and in Pittsburgh, 95 acres of the Hill District were selected for redevelopment. In an article
from , George E. Evans , a member of the City Council, reasoned that public-private redevelopment could
provide significant employment to returning war veterans, while ameliorating what he saw as an area beset by
deterioration and urban blight. He wrote, "The Hill District of Pittsburgh is probably one of the most
outstanding examples in Pittsburgh of neighborhood deterioration There are 7, separate property owners; more
than 10, dwelling units and in all more than 10, buildings. Approximately 90 per cent of the buildings in the
area are sub-standard and have long outlived their usefulness, and so there would be no social loss if they were
all destroyed. Evans represented the majority view of Pittsburgh politicians, including state representative
Homer S. Born in West Virginia, Brown was the third African American to graduate from the University of
Pittsburgh law school and was active in civic affairs. He established a law practice, became president of the
local NAACP chapter, and served in the state legislature, supported by both black and white voters for eight
consecutive terms. In the s, working with David Lawrence , Richard King Mellon , and other business leaders,
Brown drafted legislation that opened the way to "urban renewal" in the Hill District. During the next decade,
he authorized the relocation of 1, black families to make way for the Civic Arena. In the summer of , some 1,
structures were razed, displacing about 1, families more than residents , the great majority of whom were
black. But, the redevelopment severed the Hill District from surrounding neighborhoods, resulting in its
dramatic economic decline. In a ripple effect, middle-class families both white and black left these areas and
moved to newer suburban housing. Because of the loss of jobs and businesses, many residents suffer from
poverty. The District has struggled for decades with varying levels of dilapidation and crime. The vast
majority of residents in the 21st century are black or African American; about 6 percent of the population is
white. Centre Heldman Plaza, wholly owned by the Hill House Economic Development Corporation, is a
grocery store anchored retail center with fast-casual food and businesses services. A group of investors has
organized to restore the New Granada Theater , a historic jazz club where Ella Fitzgerald and Duke Ellington
once performed. Steven Bochco , a writer for the show, attended college at the nearby Carnegie Institute of
Technology now Carnegie Mellon University and based the show at least partially on the neighborhood.
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